GLOBAL DAILY NEWS
From refugees to rising inequality, the world is facing some of the
most pressing issues of our day. With these challenges in mind,
Global Daily serves to bring global citizens the best journalism and
most compelling stories aggregated from media outlets and partners
from around the world.

WORLD MUSIC

JProductions
eff Berger, (aka "Berger"), founded Dope Den
in 2004. There, he set out to find
JEFF
BERGER

emerging artists and musicians to collaborate with,
push the boundaries of music and visual arts and
ultimately, expose to the masses. Read more...

GUEST CONTRIBUTORS
CHEF ALLISON SOSNA
Allison Sosna received culinary training
at L’Academie de Cuisine in Gaithersburg, Md, and from
there, spent four years in some of D.C.’s highestregarded kitchens.

ELAINE ROBBINS
Elaine Robbins writes about environment and
development issues for such outlets as
NationalGeographic.com and Texas Parks & Wildlife. She
also edits magazines, reports, and digital content and
provides communications support to global nonprofits.
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM:

JANE GOODALL

AND THE JANE GOODALL INSTITUTE
Chimpanzees, gorillas, orangutans have been living
for hundreds of thousands of years in their forest,
living fantastic lives, never overpopulating,
never destroying the forest.

Dr. Jane Goodall with rescued chimpanzee La Vieille
at the Tchimpounga Chimpanzee Rehabilitation
Center in the Republic of the Congo.
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Orphan chimps at the JGI Tchimpounga Chimpanzee
Rehabilitation Center

© the Jane Goodall Institute

I would say that they have been in a way more
successful than us as far as being in harmony with
the environment. - Jane Goodall

We have a choice to use the gift of
our lives to make a difference. It's
up to us to decide what kind of
difference we're going to make.
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ANIMAL MAGNETISM:

JANE GOODALL
With tropical forests
disappearing and some 20,000
species on the brink of
extinction, it would be easy to
give in to despair. But Jane
Goodall, who has dedicated her
life to studying chimpanzees in
the wild and advocating on their
behalf, offers a surprisingly
different message: one of hope.
Clear-eyed about human
failings – from greed and
genocide to environmental
devastation – she nevertheless
finds hope in the resilience of
nature and the energy of the
world’s youth. She also believes
in our intelligence and capacity
to make good decisions. “Our
intellect has grown mightily in
complexity” since we evolved
some 2 million years ago, she
writes in Reason for Hope: A
Spiritual Journey. “This highly
developed intellect means,
surely, that we have
responsibility toward the other
life-forms of our planet whose
continued existence is
threatened by the thoughtless
behavior of our own species.”
Goodall's groundbreaking
research challenged our
fundamental assumptions about
chimpanzees, our closest living
relatives. Today we know that we
share more than 98 percent of
our genetic makeup with chimps.
Fifty years ago, when Goodall
began her now more than five
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BY ELAINE ROBBINS

and a half decades-long study of
chimpanzees, that would have
been a heretical thought.
Her careful observations
revealed that chimps have close
family relationships that can last
up to 50 years. She discovered
they have individual
personalities and experience
emotions such as joy and grief.
As her research revealed how
similar chimpanzees are to
humans, we were forced to
rethink how we treat them. That
knowledge sparked the first
efforts to protect chimpanzees in
the wild and improvements in
conditions in zoos.

A GIRL FROM THE
ENGLISH COUNTRYSIDE

It was an unexpected life
trajectory for a girl from the
English countryside.

During World War II, Goodall’s
family moved from London to
her extended family's home in
southern England. There, despite
the war, she enjoyed a happy
childhood in a fun-loving
extended family – an upbringing
she credits with giving her the
grounding she drew on in later
life. One day, 4-year-old Jane
crouched in the henhouse,
determined to find out firsthand
how a chicken lays eggs. When
she emerged five hours later,
dirty but triumphant, her mother
wisely listened instead of
scolding her for the panic that
had gripped the household in its
search for the missing girl. Later
young Jane’s dreams of Africa
were inspired by the Dr. Doolittle
and Tarzan books. She told
anyone who would listen that
she was going to go to Africa to
watch animals.
That dream started to take shape
early, when at the age of 23, she
boarded an ocean liner to visit a
childhood friend who had moved
to Africa. There she met the
famed paleontologist Louis
Leakey, who with his wife,
paleontologist Mary Leakey,
would later discover some of the
world’s most important hominid
fossils. Impressed by Goodall’s
passion and curiosity about
animals, Leakey hired her as his
secretary. After long
conversations on a field trip to
Olduvai Gorge to hunt for fossils,
he decided that Goodall had the
qualities he had been looking for
in a researcher to conduct a longterm study of the social life of

chimps. (Leakey's intuition that
women would make gifted
primatologist proved prescient.
He later launched the careers of
Dian Fossey as well as Birute
Galdikas and others in a field that
continues to be dominated by
women.)
Potential backers balked at the
idea of sending a young English
girl – an untrained one, at that –
to the potentially dangerous
Gombe Stream Chimpanzee
Reserve in Tanzania. But Leakey
insisted, and funding for the work
eventually came through. The
Tanzanian government agreed,
with the stipulation that Goodall
take along a chaperone. Who
better, she thought, then her
mother, Vanne?

A CHIMP NAMED
DAVID GREYBEARD

© The Jane Goodall Institute

Young researcher Jane Goodall with
Continue on page 24
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Jane and Vanne and a cook
arrived at the shores of Gombe in
1960 and set up camp. Soon
Goodall was playing Jane to her
Tarzan, climbing trees and
scampering up steep slopes
tangled with vines. Armed only
with a notebook and binoculars,
she set off each morning in
search of her quarry. Although it
took a long time to gain the
chimps’ trust, after just three
months, she had her first
breakthrough. She observed a
chimp she had named David
Greybeard strip leaves from a
stem of grass and poke it into a
termite mound to “fish” for
termites. It was a discovery that
would change our notion of what
it means to be human. She
relayed the exciting news to
Leakey, who famously declared,
“Now we must redefine ‘tool’,
redefine ‘man’, or accept
chimpanzees as humans.”
But the scientific establishment
was not so accepting. Some
dismissed the findings and
claimed she didn’t grasp what
she was seeing. When photos
were produced, one scientist
theorized that she had taught the
chimps the trick. Scientists also
criticized her habit of naming her
subjects and “giving” them
individual personalities. But
when her work appeared in the
pages of National Geographic in
1963—along with photos of the
29-year-old English girl sitting
placidly in the forest with the
chimps—it captured the public
imagination.
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Eventually her work earned the
admiration of scientists and the
public alike. Through her
magazine and journal articles, TV
documentaries, and many books
for children and adults, the world
came to know the personalities
of individual chimps from the
now famous “F” and “G” families.
At Leakey's insistence, she did go
on to get her Ph.D. – as one of
the few people Cambridge
University accepted into its
doctoral program without a
college degree. Her 55-year
study of the chimps at Gombe
remains the world’s longest
continuous research on a single
primate species.
Over the years, many others
joined the cause. Goodall opened
a field research center at Gombe
that has trained many students
and staff, including many
Tanzanians. The center continues
to conduct critical research that
expands on her work.

THE JANE GOODALL
INSTITUTE
In 1977 she established the Jane
Goodall Institute, which works to
protect chimps and their habitat.
Its network of sanctuaries
provide a safe haven for chimps
confiscated from bushmeat
hunters, illegal traffickers, and
the entertainment and pet trade.

It helps African communities
develop sustainable livelihoods
so they can protect critical
habitat by reducing reliance on
natural resources. Its Roots &
Shoots program empowers youth
groups in more than 100
countries to do projects for
animals, people, and the
environment (see Jane Goodall’s
Roots & Shoots video on page 27).

BECOMING AN ACTIVIST

her book The Chimpanzees of
Gombe: Patterns of Behavior. As
she listened to primatologists
from throughout Africa present
their research, she was struck by
a common theme: everywhere
scientists were working with
apes, forests were disappearing.
It was a decisive moment that
would change her life forever.
“I left knowing that because of
what I’d gained from the
chimpanzees, now it was time to
do something to help them,” she
recalled in the film Jane’s
Journey. “I became an activist.”

Goodall’s life in the forest
diminished in 1986, when she
attended a conference in Chicago
to celebrate the publication of

Dr. Jane Goodall speaking at a Peace Day celebration

Continue on page 26
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Today at the age of 82, Goodall
travels an average of 300 days a
year to speak on behalf of the
world’s natural inhabitants. For
the past 30 years, she has kept
up this grueling schedule of
meetings with decision-makers,
public talks, and press
interviews. Goodall and animal
rights groups have improved
conditions for many chimps in
captivity, although this work is
far from complete.

The European Union banned
the use of great apes in
medical research in 2013,
citing ethical reasons, and
the United States and the
United States ended the
practice in 2015.

looked to Jane Goodall, who is
universally admired for her
energy, quiet intelligence, and
compassion. But as we face a host
of critical problems, she
encourages us to go one step
further—and tap those deeply
human qualities in ourselves.

JANE GOODALL
UNITED NATIONS
MESSENGER OF

PEACE

In 2002 Goodall was appointed a
United Nations Messenger of
Peace, and in that role she
Ironically, the scientist who spent continues to focus the world’s
so many years alone in the forest attention on environmental
issues.
is so effective because she’s
learned from studying chimps
how to talk to humans. ”Most
public speakers are charismatic
and throw their energy out into
the room,” said a friend who
heard Goodall speak recently.
“She’s different. She talks quietly
JANE
and draws your energy to her.
She's burning with this intensity
'y
and drive. But it's contained and
makes you want to get it.”
“Are we going to go on
destroying God's creation,
fighting each other, hurting the
other creatures of his planet?”
Goodall asks audiences. “Or are
we going to find ways to live in
greater harmony with each other
and with the natural world?” To
find the answers, we have long
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